THE MAGICAL TREASURE CHEST
Far far away in a golden palace there lived two pirates and their king. Greedy, Greedy was not satisfied with his gold. One day he ordered his pirates to bring him more. They got into their row boat and headed off to the enchanted island.
They rowed and rowed, finally they got to the island. Found the X, and dug. Box decorated with gold gems. They opened it, there was gold, silver, mountains of it. They took it back to the king excited. Greedy was so happy!
One day the treasure chest got stolen. Greedy was furious. He ordered his pirates to go find the chest. They found a rock inside and started their search for the treasure chest. They found it and escaped safely.
They hurried home and gave the chest to the greedy man. Instantly, the chest grew wings. The King asked what had happened? Magically, the chest started talking. It was like a wand.
FROM THEN ON THE CHEST DID ANYTHING A NOSE ASKED IT TO. TO THIS DAY YOU STILL MIGHT SEE IT IN THE PIRATES MUSEUM. THE END